INTRODUCTION
============

Intracellular transport is carried out by kinesin and cytoplasmic dynein motors that walk in opposite directions along microtubules, allowing for efficient bidirectional movement of cargo ([@B7]; [@B27]; [@B10]). Most cellular cargoes have both kinesin motors and dynein motors bound to them ([@B16]; [@B11]), suggesting that robust coordination between, and regulation of, the opposite-polarity motors is required for transport; however, the underlying mechanisms are not clear. The currently prevailing model is the tug-of-war ([@B26]; [@B11]), in which ensembles of oppositely directed kinesins and dyneins compete, and the stronger motor team determines the directionality. The manner in which motor activity is regulated, via binding partners or posttranslational modifications, in the context of tug-of-war is not well understood. The tug-of-war model also does not properly account for the growing evidence that motor activity can be regulated via binding partners, and posttranslational modifications of the microtubule tracks ([@B2]; [@B24]). A more complete picture of intracellular transport must include the mechanisms by which kinesin and dynein coordinate their antagonistic activities. However, understanding this coordination first requires a more precise characterization of the individual motors, and how their activities are regulated.

Due to its diverse cellular functions, cytoplasmic dynein is known to be regulated through binding to a wide array of cargo adapter proteins ([@B28]), a confounding factor in the effort to understand its motility. In contrast to its counterpart in yeast, it was recently discovered that mammalian dynein requires activating adapter proteins to achieve robust motility and substantial force generation in vitro ([@B14]; [@B43]). Isolated dynein adopts an inhibited phi state in which one motor domain is rotated 180° with respect to the other and the two microtubule binding domain stalks are crossed, preventing microtubule binding and motility ([@B46]). Structural studies show that, when bound to its cofactor dynactin and the cargo adaptor BicD2, the dynein motor domains are released from the phi state and exist in an "open" conformation where they are either in a "parallel" arrangement optimal for processive walking, or in an "inverted" arrangement that allows microtubule binding but poor motility ([@B46]). BicD2 is a coiled-coil homodimer that lies along the dynactin filament and tightly links the dynein tail to dynactin, which constrains the orientation of the dynein heads and likely stabilizes the parallel conformation ([@B40]; [@B45], [@B44]; [@B39]). Evidence for this stabilization comes from single-molecule assays, where DDB complexes shows robust landing activity, superprocessivity, and considerably higher stall forces than dynein--dynactin or dynein alone (McKenney *et al.*, 2014; [@B2]). However, a molecular description of how BicD2 and related adapters such as BicDR, Hook3, and Spindly work together with dynactin to activate dynein is still being resolved ([@B18]; [@B37]; [@B2]).

A notable characteristic of activated dynein complexes in vitro is the broad distribution of measured velocities ([@B29]; [@B9]). As less than half of DDB complexes were observed to be in the activated open-parallel conformation by CryoEM ([@B46]), one explanation for this heterogeneity is that the motors switch between active and inactive states on a timescale faster than the experimental time resolution. This switching could produce periods of processive stepping interspersed with periods of pausing or 1D diffusion with zero net speed; thus, the overall speed would reflect the fraction of time the motor spends in an activated state. But what could cause this switch? One candidate is the dynactin p150 subunit, which contains a flexible linker terminating in a positively charged CAP-Gly domain that can interact with the microtubule and is known to affect dynein motility ([@B14]; [@B1]). However, the mechanism underlying this dynein velocity heterogeneity has not been investigated in detail due to a lack of high-resolution motility data and appropriate analysis tools to objectively separate the different motility states.

Here, we apply high-resolution particle tracking and a novel switch-point detection algorithm to investigate the mechanism of dynein activation by BicD2 and dynactin. Consistent with previous observations ([@B18]; [@B2]; [@B8]; [@B44]), DDB transitions between processive, diffusive, and stuck states. The stuck and diffusive episodes could be entirely due to p150-microtubule interactions; alternatively, they could reflect dynein being in an inhibited state that retains microtubule binding. We explored these two possibilities using a p150 antibody, previously shown to inhibit p150 interaction with microtubules ([@B14]; [@B33]). We found that blocking p150 led to longer and more frequent diffusive episodes and shorter processive episodes, suggesting that the diffusive behavior of DDB results from the dynein heads rather than from p150. When DDB was complexed with kinesin-1 using a DNA adapter, blocking p150 led to a plus-ended shift in the mean velocities, in quantitative agreement with the switching behavior of DDB alone. Thus, we conclude that dynactin subunit p150 acts as an allosteric activator of dynein that accelerates switching from, and helps prevent a return to, its inhibited state.

RESULTS
=======

Purified DDB complexes display diverse motility behavior
--------------------------------------------------------

DDB complexes were purified from bovine brain lysate by adding recombinant mouse BicD2 (25--400 aa; [@B18]) that lacks the inhibitory C-terminal domain, binding the complexes to Strep-Tactin beads (IBA Lifesciences), and eluting from the beads with *d*-Desthiobiotin (Sigma-Aldrich; [Figure 1, A and B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; [@B18]). The purified DDB contained a C-­terminal GFP on BicD2 for visualization, but for enhanced spatiotemporal resolution, we attached streptavidin-functionalized quantum dots (Qdots) through a biotinylated GFP binding protein (GBP) nanobody ([Figure 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; see *Materials and Methods* for details; [@B15]). Using total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy with 50 ms exposure time, we tracked the motility of single DDB complexes along surface-immobilized microtubules and compared them to kinesin-1. Whereas kinesin-1 displayed runs with uninterrupted motility, DDB displayed three different motility behaviors: processive runs, diffusional episodes, and stuck segments where no movements were detected ([Figure 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). These behaviors have been observed in published DDB traces, but studies to date have generally focused only on segments of processive motility ([@B18]; [@B2]).

![Purified DDB complex demonstrates processive, diffusive, and stuck behaviors. (A) Schematic of DDB purification using BicD2-coated Strep-Tactin beads to pull dynein/dynactin from brain lysate. DDB was then eluted off of the bead. (B) SDS--PAGE gel of recombinant BicD2 and final purified DDB complex showing dominant bands of dynein heavy chain (DHC), dynactin components p150 and p135, and BicD2. (C) Tagging DDB for single-molecule tracking. Biotinylated GFP binding protein (GBP) is used to link C-terminal GFP on BicD2 to streptavidin-coated quantum dots for TIRF experiments or streptavidin-coated 30-nm gold nanoparticles for iSCAT experiments. (D) Kymograph of kinesin-1 (left) and DDB (right) single-molecule motility. DDB displays processive runs (P), diffusive episodes (D), and stuck events (S).](mbc-31-782-g001){#F1}

Blocking dynactin p150 alters DDB landing and motility
------------------------------------------------------

The p150 subunit of dynactin, which on its own can diffuse along microtubules, has been proposed to act as a tether that promotes microtubule binding and diffusional behavior of dynein--dynactin complexes, but its role in the DDB complex is not clear ([@B1]; [@B18], [@B20]; [@B35]; [@B42]). To characterize how dynactin p150 alters DDB function, we utilized a p150 antibody (Ab~p150~) that has previously been shown to block the interaction of p150 with microtubules ([@B14]; [@B31]; [@B33]; [@B4]; [@B1]), and compared the DDB motility in the absence and presence of Ab~p150~. We first asked what role p150 plays in the initial landing of DDB to the microtubule. Based on its tethering activity, it could enhance landing by making first contact with the microtubule and allowing the dynein heads to bind; alternatively, the runs could be all initiated by dynein heads binding ([Figure 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In the presence of p150 antibody, the DDB landing frequency decreased by roughly threefold compared with no antibody control ([Figure 2, B and C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) or a control antibody (Supplemental Figure S1A). This result, consistent with previous observations ([@B17]; [@B25]; [@B1]; [@B20]), suggests that the initial encounter of DDB with the microtubule usually occurs through p150, although more complex mechanisms are possible. Because our DDB preparation contained a subfraction of p135 ([Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), an isoform that lacks the CAP-Gly domain, it is possible that a fraction of the remaining landing events in the presence of p150 antibody represent complexes containing p135 rather than p150, meaning that our measurements provide a lower bound of the antibody effect.

![p150 of dynactin promotes landing of DDB complexes. (A) Diagram of landing experiment in the presence of ATP. Initial landing of Qdot-labeled DDB complexes on microtubules can occur either through dynein or through dynactin p150. (B) Field of microtubules and attached DDB complexes for control (left) and in the presence of Ab~p150~ (right). (C) Frequency of landing events in control (black, *n* = 10 microtubules in 50 s video length) and Ab~p150~ (blue, *n* = 10 microtubules in 50 s video length). Error bars are SEM; \*\*\*\*, *p* \< 0.001 by two-tailed *t* test. (D) Kymographs of DDB landing events, showing processive (P), diffusive (D), and stuck (S) events. (E) Frequency of processive, diffusive, and stuck landing events for control DDB (*n* = 10 microtubules in 50 s) and DDB in the presence of Ab~p150~ (*n* = 10 microtubules in 50 s). Error bars are SEM; \*, *p* \< 0.05 and \*\*, *p* \< 0.01 by two-tailed *t* test.](mbc-31-782-g002){#F2}

We next asked how, following the initial landing of DDB on the microtubule, p150 influences dynein motility. To analyze dynein motility, the observed landing events were separated into three classes: stuck (S) complexes moved less than 100 nm overall; diffusive (D) complexes moved bidirectionally more than 100 nm for both directions with no observed unidirectional processive segments longer than 350 nm; and processive (P) complexes contained at least one segment of unidirectional movement longer than 350 nm ([Figure 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). For control DDB, roughly half of the complexes that landed displayed processive motility, and the rest were split between diffusive and stuck ([Figure 2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Blocking dynactin p150 with the antibody reduced the frequency of processive molecules by half, and reduced the number of diffusional and stuck complexes to near zero ([Figure 2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). A simple interpretation of the drop in processive events is that half of these events occur when dynein initially contacts the microtubule and the other half when dynactin p150 initially contacts the microtubule. It follows that molecules that solely diffuse along or stick to the microtubule without any processive behavior initially bind to the microtubule through their dynactin p150 subunit, and their dynein is in either an inhibited or otherwise inactive state.

Dynactin p150 enhances processive and diminishes diffusive behavior of DDB
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

To select for active DDB complexes, we introduced DDB into the chamber in the absence of ATP, such that active dynein bound to the immobilized microtubules in the apo (no nucleotide) state. Following this "Apo-lock," any unbound complexes were washed out with nucleotide-free buffer, and movement was initiated by flowing ATP-containing buffer into the chamber ([Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Here "active DDB complexes" are defined as those that bind microtubules statically in the apo state and release in the ATP state. As with the landing experiments, processive, diffusive, and stuck behaviors were all observed ([Figure 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In the absence of dynactin p150 antibody, roughly half of the complexes moved processively upon ATP addition, whereas the other half either remained stuck in ATP (∼40%) or displayed only diffusive behavior (∼10%; [Figure 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}; DDB). In the presence of dynactin p150 antibody, the fraction of processive complexes fell, while the fraction of diffusive complexes increased ([Figure 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}; p150). This is the opposite of what would be predicted if p150 were simply acting as a diffusional tether; if that were the case, there should be fewer diffusive complexes when p150 is blocked. Although informative, this analysis categorized every particle as processive, diffusive, or stuck, which is relatively coarse. Deeper understanding of how dynein is activated in the DDB complex and how dynactin to p150 contributes this activation requires a more detailed analysis of the processive complexes, where DDB switches between processive, diffusive, and stuck states within a single run.

![Blocking p150 dynactin leads to fewer processive events and more diffusive events following release from Apo-lock. (A) Diagram of the Apo-lock experiment. DDB complexes bind to immobilized microtubules in absence of ATP, and ATP buffer is flushed into the system to initiate motility. (B) Kymograph of DDB motility 5 min after flowing in ATP buffer for control (left) and in the presence of Ab~p150~ (right). Processive (P), diffusive (D), and stuck (S) events are noted. (C) Average fraction of processive, diffusive, and stuck traces across *n* = 10 kymographs for control (black) and *n* = 10 Ab~p150~ group (blue). Error bars are SEM; \*\* denotes *p* \< 0.01; \* denotes *p* \< 0.05 (two-tailed *t* test); n.s., not significantly different.](mbc-31-782-g003){#F3}

p150 promotes switching into and prevents switching out of the processive state
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To investigate how p150 affects the kinetics of DDB switching between different motility states, we enhanced our temporal resolution by attaching 30-nm gold nanoparticles to BicD2 in our DDB complex and tracking them with interferometric scattering (iSCAT) microscopy.  An iSCAT image is formed by interference between light scattered by the gold particle and light reflected at the glass--water interface of the sample ([Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}; [@B30]). With this approach, unlabeled microtubules and gold particles can be visualized simultaneously, with particles appearing as dark spots on a bright background ([Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). After subtracting an image of the stationary microtubule and inverting the image to produce a bright particle on a dark background, the point-spread function of the gold particle can be fitted by a 2D Gaussian distribution ([Figure 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) to achieve nanometer-scale spatial precision. By analyzing movies with FIESTA software ([@B34]), *x*--*y* position over time data were collected at 100 frames/s, which we found to be the optimal temporal resolution for this work.

![Single-molecule DDB tracking by iSCAT microscopy. (A) Diagram of iSCAT microscopy. Image is formed by scattered light from the gold nanoparticle (blue) interfering with reflected light from the glass--water interface (purple). (B) iSCAT image of a field of gold nanoparticle--labeled DDB bound to surface-immobilized microtubules. Image shown is generated from a raw image by flat fielding, which corrects inhomogeneous illumination across the field. (C) Montage of a gold particle--labeled DDB moving along an immobilized microtubule; each image is 35 msec apart. (D) Plot of pixel intensity of a gold nanoparticle (image in inset), which is fitted by a 2D Gaussian for subpixel localization. Image is generated by subtracting the image of the stationary microtubule (taken later in the video when no gold-labeled motor is present) and inverting the image to obtain a bright particle on a dark background. See also Supplemental Video S1. (E) Distance vs. time trace of a single DDB, demonstrating processive (P), diffusive (D), and stuck (S) episodes in the same trace. Lines represent linear regressions to hand-selected segments.](mbc-31-782-g004){#F4}

###### Movie S1

**Motility of gold-labeled DDB by iSCAT**. DDB complexes functionalized with 30‐nm gold nanoparticles were imaged moving along immobilized microtubules at 100 frames/s by iSCAT microscopy. Movies were processed by subtracting still images of microtubule and inverting to produce bright particle on dark background.

Movie S1

By processing the traces to obtain linear distance along the microtubule over time, DDB complexes clearly switch between processive, diffusive, and stuck states during a given trace ([Figure 4E](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Although some phases such as long processive or stuck phases are readily identifiable, diffusive phases are particularly difficult to define, despite the high spatiotemporal resolution. Thus, we developed an objective algorithm for classifying processive, diffusive, and stuck durations within a single trace. The algorithm, described fully in the Supplemental Information and in Supplemental Figures S2--S6, uses a 10-frame running window and calculates the positional SD, the slope, and the residual around the slope for each point in the trace. Based on defined cutoff values that are optimized with simulations, each point is classified and the traces are then broken into continuous segments of at least 100 msec (10 frames) duration each. A gallery of processed traces is shown in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, with colors indicating processive (red), diffusive (blue), and stuck (black) states.

![High-resolution DDB tracking and motility state identification. Sample traces of control DDB (top) and DDB in the presence of Ab~p150~ (bottom) taken at 100 frames/s by iSCAT microscopy and processed with the state switching algorithm. Processive segments are labeled in red, diffusive episodes in blue, and stuck durations in black.](mbc-31-782-g005){#F5}

Dividing each single-molecule trajectory into different phases, or motility states, provides distributions of time the motor spends in each state, as well as the switching rates between the three states. For DDB under control conditions, processive segments had the longest duration at 0.81 s, followed by stuck (0.53 s) and diffusive (0.23 s) phases ([Figure 6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). The most frequent switching was between stuck and processive states ([Figure 6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, inset), meaning that there were relatively frequent short pauses during processive stepping. The second most common switching was between processive and diffusive states. These two behaviors can be seen qualitatively in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} as short black and blue phases interspersed in the relatively long processive runs in red.

![p150 shortens diffusive segments and elongates processive segments. (A) Cumulative distributions of processive, diffusive, and stuck segment durations for control DDB. Mean durations were 0.81 s for processive, 0.23 s for diffusive, and 0.53 s for stuck states. Inset: Number of detected state switches over 93 s total analyzed time from 31 molecules. (B) State switching diagram showing first-order switching rates between states and the fraction of time spent in each state for control DDB. The blue arrow denotes the most significant decrease in switching rate with Ab~p150~, while the red arrow denotes the most significant increase in switching rate. (C) Cumulative distributions of processive, diffusive, and stuck segment durations for DDB in the presence of Ab~p150~. Mean durations were 0.61 s for processive, 0.37 s for diffusive, and 0.60 s for stuck states. Inset: number of detected state switches for the Ab~p150~ group over 100 s total analyzed time from 32 molecules. (D) State switching diagram showing first-order switching rates between states and the fraction of time spent in each state DDB in the presence of Ab~p150~.](mbc-31-782-g006){#F6}

From the state durations and switching frequencies, we created a kinetic model for how DDB switches between processive, diffusive, and stuck states and what fraction of the time the motors spend in each state. Each state (P, D, and S) has two transitions in and two transitions out, and all transitions were assumed to be first order based on the roughly exponential distribution profiles in [Figure 6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}. The transition rate out of any given state equals the sum of the two rate constants exiting that state, and the relative rates between the two exit paths are taken from the measured switch rates in [Figure 6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, inset. The switching model ([Figure 6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) provides a wealth of information. First, the motors spend 65% of the time in the processive state and most of the remaining time (31%) in the stuck (paused) state. Second, if the motors ever enter the diffusive state or the stuck state, they rapidly transition back to the processive state (at 3.9 and 1.8 s^−1^, respectively). Finally, transient events that break up the processive runs are more often short pauses (occurring at a frequency of 1 s^−1^), rather than diffusive episodes (at a frequency of 0.23 s^−1^).

To understand the role of dynactin p150 in dynein activation and diffusional tethering, we repeated the analysis for DDB in the presence of the p150 antibody. When dynactin p150 was blocked, the duration of the processive segments decreased to 0.61 s, while the duration of diffusional segments increased to 0.37 s ([Figure 6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Compared to control, switching occurred less frequently between processive and stuck states, and more frequently between processive and diffusive states ([Figure 6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, inset). As clearly shown in the kinetic model ([Figure 6D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), blocking p150 caused the motor to spend less time in the processive state (55%) and more time in the diffusive state (16%). The kinetic explanation for this (highlighted by red and blue arrows in [Figure 6, B and D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}; see also Supplemental Figure S9) is that the presence of p150 causes DDB to switch 69% *more* frequently from the diffusive state into the processive state and to switch 73% *less* frequently out of the processive state back to the diffusive state. To summarize, allowing p150 to interact with the microtubule both promotes and stabilizes the processive state of dynein in the DDB complex.

To investigate whether p150 directly interacts with microtubules in motile DDB complexes, we first compared the mean velocities of processive segments in the absence and presence of the p150 antibody. The algorithm-identified processive segments showed a broad velocity distribution (Supplemental Figure S7); this is consistent with published work ([@B18]; [@B42]; [@B2]; [@B9]) and its source is not understood. Importantly, blocking p150 did not increase the mean velocity (control: V = 328 ± 28 nm/s; Ab~p150~: V = 340 ± 22 nm/s; n.s., *p* = 0.72 using a two-tailed *t* test; Supplemental Figure S7), arguing that p150 does not act as a brake slowing dynein in the DDB complex. We next asked whether the diffusive episodes in the control and p150 antibody cases represented similar structural states, by calculating the diffusion constant for diffusive segments from the two groups. The diffusion constants were similar (control: D = 16,000 ± 4100 nm^2^/s; Ab~p150~: D = 17,000 ± 1300 nm^2^/s; Supplemental Figure S8), which is roughly fourfold slower than the value reported for isolated p150 ([@B42]). Thus, the data are consistent with the diffusive states being due to dynein rather than p150 interacting with the microtubule.

p150 enhances minus-end directionality of kinesin--DDB complexes
----------------------------------------------------------------

Based on the finding that p150 enhances the time DDB spends in the processive state, it follows that p150 should enhance dynein's ability to compete against kinesin-1 in a tug-of-war such as occurs during intracellular bidirectional transport. To investigate this possibility, we reconstituted the kinesin--dynein bidirectional transport system in vitro using a DNA origami scaffold. One kinesin-1 motor and one DDB were connected through a DNA scaffold functionalized with a quantum dot ([Figure 7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}), and the complexes tracked by TIRF microscopy. Consistent with previous in vitro tug-of-war experiments ([@B2]), long duration events were observed with mean velocities much slower than either individual unloaded motor speed, indicating that both motors engaged with the microtubule ([Figure 7B](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). To investigate the role of p150 in bidirectional transport, we compared the mean velocities of traces in the absence and presence of Ab~p150~. The simple prediction is that, if blocking p150 increases the fraction of time the motor is in the diffusive state (from 4% to 16%; [Figure 6, B and D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), then the mean velocity should shift toward the plus end in the presence of the antibody. For the control case, we measured a mean velocity of −9.1 ± 9.2 nm/s (mean ± SEM, *n* = 33) toward the minus end ([Figure 7D](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). In the presence of Ab~p150,~ the mean velocity shifted to 62 ± 17 nm/s (mean ± SEM, *n* = 32; [Figure 7D](#F7){ref-type="fig"}), a statistically significant change (*p* = 0.0004 by a two-tailed *t* test). In addition, the proportion of complexes with a net plus-end directionality increased from 42% in the control case to 75% when p150 was blocked ([Figure 7E](#F7){ref-type="fig"}).

![p150 activates DDB in kinesin--DDB bidirectional transport. (A) Diagram of the reconstituted bidirectional transport system. Single kinesin-1 and DDB are connected through single-stranded DNA-functionalized GBP1 and GBP2 adapters to a double-stranded DNA scaffold, linked at its biotinylated 5′ end to a streptavidin-coated Qdot. (B) Kymographs Qdot-labeled DDB--kinesin-1 (top) in the 647 nm channel, and the excess kinesin-1 motors streaming to the plus end in the GFP channel (bottom), used to identify the polarity of the microtubule. See also Supplemental Video S2. (C) Sample traces of DDB--kinesin-1 for control (top) and the Ab~p150~ group (bottom). (D) Velocities of the control group (orange; −9.1 ± 9.2 nm/s; mean ± SEM, *n* = 33) and the Ab~p150~ group (blue: 62 ± 17 nm/s; mean ± SEM, *n* = 32) calculated from linear regression to entire traces. The two groups were significantly different by two-tailed *t* test, \*\*\*, *p* \< 0.0005. (E) Percent of plus-end directed cargoes (yellow) and minus-end directed cargoes (gray) for the control kinesin--DDB group (left) and the Ab~p150~ group (right). (F) Graphical explanation of velocity shift. Blocking p150 increased the fraction of time in the diffusive state by 12%. If it is assumed that the complexes move at the unloaded kinesin-1 velocity during this time, then the expected shift in mean velocity is 0.12 \* 600 nm/s = 72 nm/s toward the plus end, in agreement with measurements.](mbc-31-782-g007){#F7}

The +71 ± 19 nm/s shift in the mean velocity when p150 was blocked is in good quantitative agreement with our switching model, as follows. The diffusive episodes had a 1D diffusion constant of D = 16,000 nm^2^/s by mean-squared displacement analysis (Supplemental Figure S8). This can be converted to a drag coefficient, γ, using D = *k*~B~*T*/γ, where Boltzmann's constant times absolute temperature, *k*~B~*T* = 4.1 pN nm ([@B12]). The resulting drag coefficient of γ = 0.0002 pN s/nm means that a DDB in the diffusive state that is being pulled by a kinesin moving at *v* = 600 nm/s should produce a drag force (*F* = γ\**v*) of only 0.1 pN, which should not slow the kinesin ([@B36]). From the switching model in [Figure 6, B and D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, blocking p150 increased the fraction of time in the diffusive state by 12%, from 4% to 16%. If the complexes move at 600 nm/s ([@B23]) for 12% of the time, this would contribute 0.12 \* 600 nm/s = 72 nm/s of mean plus-end velocity, which closely matches the observed +71 ± 19 nm/s increase ([Figure 7F](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, we interpret the slow kinesin--DDB transport velocities to reflect the antagonistic motors pulling against one another with DDB stochastically switching between motile states. Blocking p150 shifts DDB toward more time in the diffusive state that kinesin readily pulls against, resulting in a plus-end shift in the net transport velocity.

DISCUSSION
==========

Understanding how specific intracellular cargoes are targeted to their proper cellular locations requires understanding how bidirectional transport is regulated, which in turn requires understanding the regulation of dynein activation. By tracking DDB complexes at high temporal resolution and applying our change-point detection algorithm, we found that in the DDB complex, dynein switches between active and inactive states at rates exceeding 1 s^−1^ ([Figure 6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). This analysis leads to two questions. First, to what degree is dynactin p150 tethering the complex during processive motility? Second, do the diffusive and stuck periods reflect only p150 interacting with the microtubule, only inhibited dynein interacting with the microtubule, or some combination of the two? Blocking p150 provides the following insights. First, the observation that blocking p150 results in more, rather than fewer diffusive complexes ([Figure 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) suggests that diffusive DDB behavior, also observed by others ([@B18], [@B20]; [@B35]; [@B3]), reflects complexes where dynein is in an inhibited state that binds to microtubules, rather than complexes that are tethered solely through p150. Second, the longer durations of diffusive segments following p150 block ([Figure 6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) suggests that switching into this state during processive runs reflects dynein switching into an inhibited state, rather than dynein detaching from the microtubule while p150 maintains overall microtubule association of the complex. Third, the finding that the switching rate into and out of the stuck state during processive runs was unaffected by Ab~p150~ ([Figure 6, B and D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) suggests that this paused state is inherent to the stepping mechanism of dynein or at least that p150 alone is not sufficient to prevent the formation of this inhibited state. And last, there was no significant difference between mean velocities of processive segments in control versus p150 block (Supplemental Figure S7), arguing that p150 does not act as a brake slowing dynein in the DDB complex.

Previous work in the absence of BicD2 showed that 1) isolated p150 subunits diffuse on microtubules, 2) isolated p150 and dynactin both enhance dynein processivity, and 3) deleting the CAP-Gly domain of p150 increased dynein velocity ([@B14]; [@B1]). These results seem in conflict with our observation that blocking p150 increased the diffusional behavior of DDB and had no effect on the velocity. However, p150 appears to play a different role on its own than it does in the presence of dynein activators, and previous work on DDB complexes in fact supports our work. [@B20] found that deleting the C-terminal tail (CTT) or terminal tyrosine of α-tubulin almost completely abolished microtubule binding of isolated p150, consistent with the established interaction between the CAP-Gly domain and the tubulin CTT. However, on segmented microtubules, processively moving DDB complexes successfully traversed detyrosinated or CTT-deleted segments without interruption, suggesting that p150-microtubule tethering is not required for motility ([@B20]). In related work, tau condensates were shown to block initial DDB binding and to form a barrier that blocked the diffusion of isolated p150, but processive DDB successfully traversed the condensates ([@B41]). Thus, previous work established a clear role for p150 in the initial binding of DDB to microtubules, which we also found, but did not clearly establish a tethering role for p150 in processively moving DDB complexes. Our work expands this picture by finding transient diffusive phases that interrupt processive runs of DDB represent inactive dynein, rather than p150 diffusively tethering the DDB complexes to microtubules.

On the basis of recent structural studies, we can make tentative structural assignments to our identified functional states of dynein. Because the dynein--dynactin--BicD2 structure is incompatible with dynein being in the inhibited "phi" state ([@B46]), we interpret our DDB complexes to reflect dynein in the "open" conformation, with the heads either in an "open-parallel" configuration optimal for stepping, or an "open-inverted" conformation that can bind to microtubules but not processively step ([Figure 8A](#F8){ref-type="fig"}; [@B46]). Dynein diffusion in the open-inverted state could either be through the action of one diffusive head or result from the molecule flipping 180° and the two microtubule binding domains alternately binding. Similarly, we hypothesize that in the DDB structure, p150 is sterically free and able to reversibly interact with microtubules ([@B45]). This leads to four possible states ([Figure 8A](#F8){ref-type="fig"}), with dynein being in either an open-parallel or open-­inverted conformation and p150 either interacting with the microtubule and constraining the dynactin orientation, or p150 being free and dynactin being less conformationally constrained. In this model, when p150 interacts with the microtubule, the open-­parallel conformation of dynein is favored, whereas blocking p150 from binding to the microtubule biases the motor toward the open-inverted conformation (highlighted states in [Figure 8A](#F8){ref-type="fig"}).

![Proposed model for DDB motility enhancement by p150 dynactin. (A) Dynein can reside in the inactive phi conformation in solution, but forming a DDB complex results in dynein switching to an open conformation ([@B46]). In the open-inverted conformation, DDB is more likely to diffuse along microtubules, while in the open-parallel conformation DDB is more processive. Top, p150 interaction with the microtubule promotes a tilted dynactin geometry that stabilizes the open-parallel conformation of dynein and results in enhanced processivity. Bottom, blocking p150 causes dynactin to adopt a more flexible upright geometry that promotes the open-inverted conformation of dynein and results in DDB diffusing on the microtubule. Thus, complexing with BicD2 and dynactin activates dynein by inhibiting the phi conformation, and interaction of p150 further activates dynein by stabilizing the open-parallel conformation of the two dynein heads. (B) Implications for bidirectional cargo transport in cells: enhancement of DDB processivity by p150 promotes net minus-end cargo transport.](mbc-31-782-g008){#F8}

Instead of predominantly acting as a diffusive tether in the DDB complex, our data support a model in which p150 is an allosteric activator of dynein. This allosteric mechanism in DDB differs from one proposed previously based on the effects of isolated p150 CC1 fragments lacking the CAP-Gly domain on the motility of isolated dynein ([@B42]). The clearest evidence for this allosteric activation in DDB is the faster switching into the processive state and slower switching out of the processive state in the control compared with the p150 block ([Figure 6, B and D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, and Supplemental Figure S9). Assuming that the action of p150 is through binding to the microtubule rather than binding to the dynein heads, how could this work? Recent studies investigating the regulatory protein Lis1 and adapters like BicDR and Hook3 that can form complexes containing two dyneins have converged on a model in which a second dynein (or even the linker and tail of a second dynein) enhances motility by stabilizing the first dynein in the open-parallel state ([@B46]; [@B44]; [@B5]; [@B13]). Based on this, a possible explanation for p150 enhancement of motility is that when p150 is tethered to the microtubule, it orients the dynactin filament, and hence the dynein heads, in a conformation that favors the open-parallel conformation ([Figure 8A](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). Conversely, if p150 does not stabilize dynactin on the microtubule, the dynactin filament and the two dynein heads are free to adopt multiple conformations including the nonmotile open-­inverted state that either diffuses along or sticks to microtubules.

In contrast to the rapid switching behavior of isolated DDB, kinesin-DDB complexes displayed long duration events having slow mean velocities and both plus- and minus-end net directionalities. Work by others has also shown that adapters that more fully activate dynein generate a greater net minus-end directionality in kinesin--dynein complexes ([@B2]; [@B5]). Because kinesin acts as an effective tether to maintain association with the microtubule in kinesin--DDB complexes, p150 is not expected to play a tethering role. However, the significant plus-end velocity shift seen upon p150 inhibition demonstrates that p150 plays an activating role even when dynein is subjected to plus-end forces from kinesin-1. The fact that the +71 ± 19 nm/s shift in average speed upon p150 inhibition can be quantitatively explained by the 12% shift of DDB into the diffusive state ([Figure 7F](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) is consistent with these kinesin--DDB pairs competing in a simple tug-of-war process in vitro. These data suggest that p150 can modulate bidirectional transport in cells by enhancing dynein motility and making it a stronger opponent to kinesin-1.

Whereas kinesins achieve functional diversity through gene duplication, there is only one cytoplasmic dynein heavy chain in the genome; thus, regulation of dynein motor properties and cargo interactions must be achieved through diversity in cargo adapters and exogenous regulatory proteins ([@B32]). Understanding dynein activation is important because during bidirectional cargo transport in cells, any regulation of dynein will alter its competition with kinesin, and hence affect cargo speed and directionality. By applying single-molecule iSCAT tracking with our novel switch-point detection algorithm, we identify switches between active and inhibited motor states in DDB and show that p150 affects the switching rates between these states. Thus, in addition to acting as a diffusional tether that can enhance dynein run lengths, p150 can enhance dynein stepping both in isolated DDB complexes and in antagonistic assemblies of DDB and kinesin-1, and as such should be added to the list of dynein-activating proteins.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Plasmid constructs and DDB purification
---------------------------------------

Mouse BicD2 (25--400 aa; [@B18]) was inserted into the pET28a plasmid with an N-term StrepII tag and a C-term eGFP and His6 tag, expressed in *Escherichia coli*, and purified by Ni column chromatography. Bovine brains were sliced and flash-frozen on dry ice at the slaughterhouse, and stored at −80°C. To purify DDB, brain was mixed with an equal volume of 50H50P buffer (50 mM HEPES, 50 mM PIPES, 2 mM MgSO~4~, 1 mM EDTA, pH 7.0), incubated in a 37°C water bath, and then homogenized in a blender, following published protocols ([@B18]). The lysate was clarified by centrifugation at 30,000 × *g* for 30 min, and the supernatant was mixed with equal volume A buffer (30 mM HEPES, 1 mM EGTA, 50 mM K-acetate, 2 mM Mg-acetate, 10% glycerol, pH 7.4) supplemented with 3 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, and 0.1% NP-40 alternative ([@B18]). The mixture was further centrifuged at 100,000 × *g* for 20 min, and the supernatant mixed with 100 nM BicD2 and incubated at 4°C for 2 h. A column containing 2 ml of Strep-Tactin beads (IBA, Lifesciences) was rinsed with three column volumes of A buffer, the sample was applied to the column, the column was washed with A buffer, and the protein was eluted with A buffer containing 3 mM DTT and 5 mM [d]{.smallcaps}-Desthiobiotin (Sigma-Aldrich). The eluted DDB was used directly in single-molecule experiments or flash-frozen on liquid N~2~ and stored at −80°C.

Nanoparticle functionalization of DDB
-------------------------------------

DDB containing a C-terminal GFP was attached to streptavidin-functionalized nanoparticles through a biotinylated GBP nanobody ([@B15]; [@B6]). Following a previous approach ([@B21]), a coexpression plasmid containing the BirA enzyme was constructed by inserting the GBP ([@B6]) sequence followed by a C-terminal Avi-tag (GLNDIFEAQKIEWH; [@B21]) and His~6~ tag. Biotinylated GBP was bacterially expressed and purified by Ni column chromatography. Flow cells were constructed using coverslips washed three times each with 70% ethanol and ddH~2~O. Taxol-­stabilized, Cy5-labeled bovine brain microtubules (10% labeling) were absorbed onto the coverslips using full-length rigor kinesin, as previously described ([@B38]; [@B21]). Motility buffer was based on A buffer and consisted of 30 mM HEPES, 1 mM ethylene glycol tetraacetic acid (EGTA), 50 mM K-­acetate, 2 mM Mg-acetate, 10% glycerol, 10 μM Taxol, 0.2 mg/ml casein, 0.02 mg/ml glucose oxidase, 20 mM [d]{.smallcaps}-glucose, 0.008 mg/ml catalase, and 1 mM ATP, pH 7.4. For landing experiments, a 1:1 mixture of DDB complexes and GBP were incubated together for 5 min, the solution diluted to 10 nM with motility buffer, mixed with 10 nM streptavidin-coated quantum dots (655 nm emission; Life Technologies), and incubated for 5 min. The final DDB--Qdot mixture was then added to the flow cell in the presence of 1 mM ATP and visualized. In Apo-lock experiments, 10 nM DDB complexes (based on GFP fluorescence) were first added to the flow cell in the absence of ATP and incubated for 5 min to allow binding to the microtubules. After a wash with buffer B (30 mM HEPES, 1 mM EGTA, 50 mM K-acetate, 2 mM Mg-acetate, 10% glycerol, 10 μM Taxol, 0.2 mg/ml casein, pH 7.4) to remove unbound complexes, a 10 nM solution of GBP diluted in buffer B was injected and incubated for 5 min to allow binding to BicD-GFP. Next, 10 nM streptavidin-coated quantum dots diluted in buffer B were injected into the flow cell, and allowed 5 min to bind to the biotinylated GBP. Finally, a motility buffer containing 1 mM ATP was injected to initiate motility, and the flow cell was transferred to the microscope.

Fluorescence microscopy and particle tracking
---------------------------------------------

Single-molecule quantum dot experiments were carried out by TIRF microscopy, as previously described ([@B6]). For each field, an image was taken of the Cy5-labeled microtubules, and then 500-frame movies were taken at 20 frames/s, starting 5 min after injecting the final motility buffer. Movies were taken from at least five independent flow cells for each measurement. Antibody experiments used Ab~p150~ (BD, Biosciences; No. 610474; [@B14]; [@B31]; [@B33]; [@B4]; [@B1]), which was previously used to block interactions of dynactin p150 with microtubules ([@B14]; [@B33]). DDB was mixed with 25 μg/ml Ab~p150~, incubated on ice for 30 min to allow binding, and then introduced into the flow cell, with all subsequent solutions introduced into the flow cell also containing 25 μg/ml Ab~p150~. Image processing and kymograph analysis were performed in ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD). Landing rates were calculated by counting all events on a given microtubule for a 10-s video length, and normalizing the counts to per min per microtubule length. The minimum event duration was 200 ms.

ISCAT microscopy and image processing
-------------------------------------

Flow cells for iSCAT microscopy were prepared similarly to TIRFM, with minor modifications. After Apo-lock of DDB to microtubules, 1 nM GBP in buffer B was introduced and incubated for 5 min, followed by 1 nM of 30-nm gold nanoparticles (BBI Solutions) in buffer B and a 5 min incubation to allow binding. Finally, a motility buffer containing 1 mM ATP was introduced and incubated for 5 min to initiate movement, and the flow cell transferred to the microscope. The iSCAT microscope used in the work was described previously ([@B22]). Images were taken using custom written LabVIEW software. The videos were taken at 100 frames/s for 1000 frames with an effective pixel size of 32 nm. Even illumination was achieved through flat fielding before image acquisition ([@B21]). A background image of stationary microtubules before or after particle binding was subtracted from the stack of iSCAT images, and the resulting movies were then inverted to obtain a bright gold signal on a dark background. Particle positions over time were tracked by FIESTA ([@B34]); if no particle position was determined for 10 consecutive frames due to low signal/noise, the trace was terminated. Details for the switch detection algorithm are provided in the Supplemental Information.

Kinesin-1/DDB origami experiments
---------------------------------

DDB and *Drosophila* kinesin-1 motors (truncated at residue 560 and C-terminal GFP tagged; [@B38]) were linked to a double-stranded DNA scaffold following a previously published protocol employing GBP functionalized with specific single-stranded DNA ([@B6]). To generate motors functionalized with different oligonucleotides, DDB was incubated for 15 min on ice with GBP1 in excess, and kinesin incubated with GBP2 in excess in buffer B. Next, DDB-GBP1 was incubated for 15 min on ice with an excess concentration of DNA scaffold containing single-stranded overhangs on both ends and biotin on one end ([Figure 7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}; scaffold described previously; [@B6]). The mixture was then introduced into a flow cell containing surface-immobilized microtubules, and incubated for 5 min in the absence of ATP to allow binding of the DDB--GBP1--DNA complexes to the microtubules. The flow cell was then washed twice with buffer B to remove any unbound motors, BicD2, and GBP1, leaving only DDB with attached DNA scaffolds bound to the microtubules. An excess of kinesin-1--GBP2 was then introduced into the flow cell and incubated for 5 min to populate the second end of the DNA scaffolds with kinesin motors. Quantum dots (1 nM, 655 nm emission) were then introduced into to the flow cell in motility buffer containing 1 mM ATP to label the DNA scaffolds and initiate movement, and videos were taken immediately. To determine microtubule polarity, we observed the plus-end streaming of the free GFP-labeled kinesin-1 motors in the GFP channel ([Figure 7B](#F7){ref-type="fig"} and Supplemental Video S2).

###### Movie S2

**Bidirectional transport of kinesin‐1 -- DDB complexes by TIRF**. Images at right are Qdot channel, showing kinesin‐DDB complexes moving slowly and bidirectionally along microtubules. Images at left are from GFP channel, showing streaming of excess free kinesin‐1 motors to the microtubule plus‐end; this information is used to assign microtubule polarity. Qdot and GFP movies were taken over different time windows. Arrows in first frame denote: cargos transported to the plus end (yellow arrow),cargos transported to the minus end (red arrow), and cargos that switch from plus‐end to minus‐end direction (white arrow).

Movie S2

Data and code
-------------

Data and code are available to readers in the Pennsylvania State University institutional repository, ScholarSphere, <https://doi.org/10.26207/ap7j-3b07>.

Supplementary Material
======================

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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ATP

:   adenosine triphosphate

CTT

:   C-terminal tail of tubulin

DDB

:   dynein--dynactin--BicD2

GBP

:   GFP binding protein

GFP

:   green fluorescent protein

iSCAT

:   interferometric scattering

TIRF

:   total internal reflection fluorescence
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